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Scope and Coverage

World Travel has been a trusted resource offering expert travel advice and tips for
every stage of a traveler’s trip. With the description of tourist place, hotels, this
guide-book provides road map, video of famous places, latest news and features,
reviews, information on airline, local people and culture etc. Some categories are
mentioned below which are added with this site:
Categories













City Guides
Sport
Beach Guides
Ski Guides
Cruise Guides
Airport Guides
Passport and Visa
Public Holidays
World Clock
Travel Deals
Travel Insurance
Trip Planner

Kind of Information

Each entries starting with a photos and left side navigation and introduction about the
country. Navigated topics include history, languages, culture, weather and
geography, doing business and staying in touch, pictures, trip planning, where to
stay, passport and visa, health, public holidays, money and duty free, things to see,
shopping and night life, food and drink, events etc. Detail information on navigated
topics is shown by opening a new page. Besides, famous cities, airports, beaches,
cruise location are also listed.

Special Features
 One can submit his/her performing event in this site.
 Features and new articles are enlisted in this site.
 Timing of different countries are shown and can be searched.

Arrangement Pattern

Continents are arranged alphabetically and under each continent, country names are
arranged in alphabetical order with showing map.

Remarks

The World Travel Guide is the most complete source of information for a travel
agent. A comprehensive guide to the world’s best travel destinations provides
detailed and accurate travel content designed to inspire global travelers. It covers all
aspects, from cities to airports, cruise ports to ski and beach resorts, attractions to
events, and it also includes weekly travel news, features and quizzes.
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